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It's all about getting the right 
message, at the right time, to the 

right people 



WHAT IS THE BEST MEDIUM  
FOR YOUR MESSAGE? 

• Ad campaigns are about communicating your message 
to the largest audience of potential customers 
• Size, reach, frequency and impact will give you the best 
bang for your advertising dollar 
• Market to your target audience through availability, 
accessibility, efficiency, sight, sound, color and EMOTION 
• “You don’t persuade people through intellect, you do it 
through emotion.”  -Aristotle 



WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR NEWS? 



COMPARING MEDIUMS 

TELEVISION 

• Capture the audience with 
exciting visuals 
• Broad audience reach 
• Easier to achieve an 
immediate response (viewer 
has access to pen/paper/
phone) 
• Appointment viewing; time is 
dedicated to watching a 
show 

RADIO 

• Capture the audience with 
audio 
• Wide variety of station formats 
to reach your audience 
• Difficult to get immediate 
response (driving=forget) 
• “Background noise” and 
listeners are not giving their full 
attention (commutes..) 



COMPARING MEDIUMS 

TELEVISION 

• Avg time watched per day 
is increasing 
• Avg of 34 hours per person 
per week-  TV viewing 
continues to rise! 
• Capture the viewer on a 
one-on-one basis 
• Highly emotional 

NEWSPAPER 

• Decline in circulation 
• Clutter/Compete in a small 
space 
• Inability to effectively reach 
new prospects 
• Lack of emotional 
involvement 
• Market area / Footprint 



COMPARING MEDIUMS 

BROADCAST TELEVISION 

• Broad audience 
• 99% of households have 
at least 1 television 
• Ability to pick the time 
your commercial airs 
• Best rated shows are on 
networks 

CABLE / SATELLITE 

• Smaller audiences 
• On 64% of Americans have 
cable or satellite tv 
• DVRs affects cable more 
• Cable’s prime-time takes 
up most inventory- low rates 
for general rotators with no 
reach/frequency 



RANKED HIGHEST IN ALL CATEGORIES 



HIGHEST RANKED IN ALL CATEGORIES 



EVERYONE HAS THEIR HAND OUT 

CREATING THE MESSAGE 
Production companies 
•  Photographers                      
•  Videographers 
•  Graphic Designer 

AIRING THE MESSAGE 
•  Commercial Air Time 



BECOME PARTNERS WITH THE MEDIA 

• Invite the media to everything; let them 
do the picking 

• Sell your ideas to the media 

• Let the media sell YOUR ideas to their 
advertisers 



Integrated Campaigns 

• Every form of media is strong particularly 
when it's part of an integrated campaign 

• Keep your message clear, concise and 
consistent 


